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Our representation of a value chain for EO 

2 The Value of Value Chains 

VOI = $ Value of Outcome B − $ Value of Outcome A 



Example 1: Integrating GRACE and GRACE Follow 
On data into river flow and flood forecasts 

Value of avoided flood damages from mitigation actions that would take place as a 
result of improved knowledge of precursor terrestrial water storage and subsequent 

flow forecasts for the Red River of the North 
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Actual historical 
forecasts; 

Retrospective 
simulations 

USACE 
reservoir 

operations; 
Emergency 

response and 
advance 

measures 

HAZUS natural 
hazard analysis 

tool; Cost of 
emergency 

response and 
advance 

measures 

NCRFC final 
flow routing 



Example 2: Cooke, Wielicki, Young, and Mlynczak 
(ENVIRON SYST DECIS 2014) 

Climate observing systems: VOI for the proposed Climate Absolute Radiance and 
Refractivity Observatory (CLARREO) system relative to current spaceborne 

systems = 2 to 30 trillion US dollars 

4 The Value of Value Chains 

When a trigger value for the 
decadal rate of global temperature 
rise is exceeded with the required 

confidence, society switches from a 
“business as usual” emissions path 

to a reduced emissions path 

Economic 
damages from 

carbon 
emissions are 
computed with 
an integrated 
assessment 

model 

Global 
temperature rise 



The value of value 
chains for EO 

1.  Consistent with an impact 
assessment/evaluation 
framework 

2.  Establishes the “theory of 
change” for generating 
socioeconomic impact 

3.  Demonstrates the need 
for interdisciplinary 
approaches in valuation 

4.  Serves as a pedagogical 
tool for capacity building 
around valuation of EO 
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Where value 
chains fall short 
1.  Not as intuitive for 

characterizing ex ante 
value of information 

2.  Not compatible with 
stated preference 
approaches for valuation 

3.  Not compatible with 
situations in which 
improved information 
does not change a 
decision’s outcome 
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Value chains in VALUABLES capacity building 
materials 

1.  Issue briefs 
2.  Article summaries 
3.  VOI study templates 
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Thank you! 

Questions? Comments? 

Yusuke Kuwayama 
VALUABLES Director of Socioeconomic Studies 
kuwayama@rff.org 
 
Bethany Mabee 
VALUABLES Community Manager 
mabee@rff.org 
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